ART IN SEARCH OF AN ARTIST.This half-completed paper mache' man made IN PERFORMANCE. The Air Force jazz band played up a storm in the Todd
Hall quad for over and hour Thursday afternoon. (Photo by Dave Hegnauer)
a bizarre figure in back of the ceramics building last Sunday.(photo by Karl OhIs)
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Plus/minus grading policy upheld
By MARK LYON
1 he UPS faculty failed to rescind the plus/minus
grading policy in a tie vote Tuesday. According to
President Phillip Phihhs, the new grading policy will go into effect this semester
The new grading policy will allow professors to make
distinctions of plus or minus on final grades with a
corresponding effect on grade point average
The 28 to 28 tie vote came on a resolution proposed by
chemistry professor Keith Berry to rescind the plus'minus
policy passed by the Faculty Senate in spring 1976 That
policy has been in limbo since December when the
Faculty senate imposed a moratorium to gather student
views. The moratorium ended April 21 when the faculty
held the first of two meetings to study the issue

Jo Dene Stout operates the Compuwriter IV.

TRAIL gets new typesetter
As you may have noticed, the
TRAIL looks a little different this
week
Our new tvpsetting equipment, a
Compuwriter IV manufactured by
Compugraphic Inc has arrived .
It replaces the old IBM magnetic
tape input and output units and our
headliner machine. Copy and
headlines are now typed directly into
the Compuwriter IV. They are
phototypseset on special paper inside
the machine The paper is processed

in a developing unit and presto, you
have instant, justified copy to he cut
out and laved on the pages .
The new machine speeds up
production considerably We don't
have to wait for the magnetic tapes
to fill up and run off Also, our IBM
equipment. originally purchased in
1969, had developed a disturbing
habit of breaking down at crucial
times It seems that a week hasn't
gone by this semester that we haven't

Continued on page 3

According to Phibbs, who presided at the meetings. the
tie meant the resolution to rescind died for lack of a
majority Phihhs refused to break the tie though urged to
do so by several faculty members
Despite comments by Phibbs and several others on the
small number of faculty present, a motion to poll the entire faculty was quickly voted down "We've wasted too
much time on this issue," said Iohn Magee of the
Philosophy department
Berry argued that grading procedures are not exact
enough to allow the accurate assignment of a grade to
three digits "We're generating numbers out of smoke "
Berry warned
Several professors, however, argued that they could
make a valid distinction
The vote Tuesday failed to uphold the report of the
Student-Faculty Grading Policy Review Committee which
said that 67 percent of students are opposed to the new
grading policy
The committee was formed in December to inform
students about the grading changes and to gather student
input The information presented in the report was the
result of a telephone survey organized by the student
members of the committee the week before Spring Break
The survey also reported the faculty almost evenly
divided on the issue of grading
The faculty found the report to he "incomplete" and
"misleading " Student members of the committee asserted on April 21 that Registrar lohn Finney "devised the
survey " However. Finney said at Tuesday's meeting that

he actually played a very small role in the phone survey
"I really didn't do anything but offer a possible format
and supply them with a andom sample of students." the
Registrar said Finney added that because the grading
committee was only able to reach 281 of the 498 student
sample, the interpretations the report put on the results
•are "presumptions". The report does not represent the
whole student body." he explained
Student Deb Vincent who was instrumental in
organizing the telephone survey explained that because
of time pressure. wrong phone numbers and students
leaving early for Spring Break. it was impossible to contact everyone before the report was due.
Though Phihbs expressed hope that the new policy
could go into effect this spring, there may be some
problems in creating the computer programs and accessories necessary for implementing the program by this
May, according to the Registrar s office Phihbs is still optimistic "Providing the software is ready. we will have
plus'minus grading at the end of this quarter," he said.
In addition to the plus'minus issue. the faculty also
voted to create an interim administration committee on
university governance to create some concrete proposals
for improvement to he presented next fall The three
committee members will he University Vice-President
lames Clifford. Academic Dean Tom Davis and ASUPS
President Fred Grimm
The vote to create the committee followed the acceptance of a preliminary report by the Ad Hoc Governance
'ask Force which, due to the original Faculty Senate action was dissolved upon the faculty's receipt of the report
Continued on page 2

Faculty censored by Senate
The Student Senate protested the reinstatement of the
plus'minus grading policy by passing a resolution of reprimand.
said Executive Vice President I eff Koontz
The action came toward the end of Tuesday's meeting and
was passed by an overwhelming majority. The resolution is the
senate's way of expressing extreme dissatisfaction with the
Faculty Senate's action

Students do get last minute voice on dean of students choice
By KARL OHLS
The Student Senate devised a last-minute
method at Tuesday night's meeting that
would ensure a slightly higher degree of
student participation in the dean selection
process .
Six students were to sit in on the telephone
conference calls President Philip Phihhs and
Vice President lim Clifford planned to have
Thursday with the two remaining dean of
students candidates, David Sax, a resident
tutor at Harvard University. and Gordon Verplank, the chaplain for Claremont colleges
The students are Dean Search Committee
members Tom Behnv and Ginene Kennedy.
and senators Rob Costello. Carol Anderson,
Cindy Deale and David Johnson. Afterwards,
according to the senate's motion, they would
"provide input "
This action was agreed upon at the end of a
discussion that took tip the better part of this
weeks's meeting. which lasted about three
and a half hours
Clifford was present to answer complaints,
raised in the April 21 issue of the ADVOCATE,

that strident interests had been neglected in

the current search procedure. The key point
in the controversy is an administrationstrident documnet. dated Nov 20, 1969, and
published in the Dec 5, 1969 TRAIL, calling
for the establishment of a dean of students
office It says the "procedures of selection
shall he at the discretion of the student
'body," and that a representative committee
"be established to select a nominee...to be
presented to the President for transmittal to
the Board of Trustees "
The document also calls for a restructuring
of the trustees so that two-thirds of the members would he chosen by students and
faculty
The argument was that this document is
still valid and that the situation should he rectified to allow more strident participation
Positions became sharply drawn during the
discussion, with faculty representative
Charles Frank and Senator Malcolm Turner
speaking very strongly in favor of that idea
Clifford and Frank displayed a great deal of
animosity towards each other in their

remarks, unmistakably implying that they
didn't think very much of the others' opinion
The meeting started with Clifford explaining the dean selection process He said
176 applicants had been now narrowed
down to two and that on Thursday he and
Phihhs would have a conference call with
each man to see how they answered their
final questions
Frank proposed that students he allowed to
sit in on the conference call and if they were
dissatisfied another search would he started
He said that by honing up on the resumes the
students should know enough to judge what
was going on They could have a say in the
final decision
Search committee coordinator Kaye
Adkins said students had been apathetic all
through the process until now
Behnv said, "It irks me that all this is going
on after all the hours I've put into it "
Turner said he had no qualms about the
selection process. but that this was the last
opportunity to do something about the lack
of strident participation

Clifford added that he had no objection to
having students participate in the phone conversation, but that the senate was "being illadvised by it's faculty advisor "
He said.", hope you do not allow yourselves to he stampeded" into throwing out
the whole process .
After more discussion, the senate voted to
ratify the selection - --•- edure.
Other senate businesi.
-A resolution was passed to set up a student
committee that would run student activities
separate from UPS Varsity Athletic events
-Appointments were made to the Board of
Trustees committees. Steve Dwyer was
named to strident life. George Matelich was
instructions, lim Brown was
named to
named to
finance and Pat Smith was
named to ' president's advisory.
-The new Student Court members were announced THey are Bill Hochberg. Paul Rock,
I Patrick Scofield. Richard F Rylander.
Patricia Leanord Alternates were Lori Locker
and Chris Finley.
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Energy cutback urged
By LYNDA WILLIAMSON
Out of each student's UPS fees this
year, about $90 has gone for energy
consumed in the academic buildings,
and $300 for energy costs in the dormitory and food facilities said Energy
Conservation Committee Director
Ray Bell.
The cost of academic building
utilities came to $200,000 this year,
while the housing system (dorms and
food service) spent $300,000 for
utilities.
Bell, the university bursar, explained that a sizable reduction in
UPS energy consumption will not
lower tuition or room and board fees
but will tend to reduce future increases. "It is important for everyone
to realize that the administration will
not get rich from decreases in energy
usage at UPS," Bell said "If cuts in
consumption are not made now other
areas will be neglected."
A 100 percent surcharge has been
imposed on UPS by the Tacoma City
Light's new policy. The announcement of this surcharge came atter
the 1978 budget had been formulated.Reduction of energy consumption by the UPS community will
be significant in seeing whether the
utilities can be kept within the
amount budgeted. If the budget is
exceeded, new beds and dressers will
not be bought to replace the older

ones in the dorms. The area to be
clipped from the tuition budget
would be academic equipment such
as calculators and microscopes,
Science equipment would be the first
area affectgeC
The committee has requested
cooperation in thermostat reduction
by the entire campus community. All
centrally controlled thermostats have
been re-set at 65 degrees for the day
time and 55 degrees for night.
President Philip Phibbs requested
total cooperation in this grave
problem in a memo he issued in the
University Bulletin, a staff and faculty
publication. He • said "I feel the
university must participate in
whatever way it can . the responsibility for turning down the thermostat in individual offices rests
upon each of us. Please keep t
thermostat at 65 degrees during the
day and turn it down to 55 degrees
before you leave for home at night.
In this way the university can do its
part to conserve our nation's
energy."
The committee now meets weekly
on Fridays at 2 p.m. in Room 124 of
the Library. Meetings are open.
Recent additions to the committee
have been earth and environmental
professor John Randolph, and
students Gregg Rodgers Steve Tulcus,
Julie Fogle and Craig Allison.

Debate team sees success
The UPS debate team ended a SlICressf til season over spring break by
winning two first place trophies at
the University of Hawaii Intercollegiate Speech Tournament
Star speaker Bruce Schroeder took
first place in senior extemporaneous
speaking and teamed with
sophomore Steve Walker for a first in
senior debate Schroeder also was
honored with the special Honolulu

Star Bulletin
-

outstanding speaker

award. an annual plaque
The second UPS team of Warren
Marting and Bill Hochberg took fourth place at the second annual event
Attending eleven tournaments
over the academic year. the squad
earned trophies at over half Early in
the year Schroeder and Walker won
first place at the oresti, , iniis t

city of Oregon tournament
Throughout the year the master
dehators have been in contention for
top awards
In March. UPS won a sweepstakes
award of excellent at the Pi Kappa
Delta National convention held at
the Olympic Hotel in Seattle An excellent award ranks the overall UPS
effort in the top 20 percent of schools
all over the nation Dave Peterson
and Terry Rhodes both captured
superiors (top 10 percent) in
discussion and Schroeder took an excellent in extemporaneous speaking
UPS was a host school at the
national hi-annual event along with
Pacific Lutheran University Western
Washington State College and St
Martins College

The newly formed Energy Committee will be pointing out the greater and lesser energy con
sumers on campus each week. Named "Energy Savers" (photo at left) was the cashiers office
staff. The ladies bundled up on one of the cooler days while they kept their thermostats at the
recommended 65 degrees. Named "Energy hog" were the Todd Hall residents, caught with their
windows wide open and thermostats at a ripe 75 degrees. (photo by Keith Bauer)

Professor to analyze Nixon-Frost interview
By PENNY DROST
In conjunction with KSTW-TV's
airing of the four-part Nixon-Frost interviews, UPS English professor Don
Haines and several students will participate in the station's locally
produces talk show, "Probe."
"If Frost does his job well," Haines
said in an interview, "we will be able,
to watch the first show, define what
is really happening, and say here is
how to watch the next ones "
Channel 11 will air the first interview on Wednesday, May 4 at 7:30
p.m. "Probe" will follow on Sunday,
May 8, at 8 p.m.
Haines has been interestedin Nixon
as a person and his personal and
professional decline through
Watergate for some time.
"I have read every book I could
find, even off-the-wall ones most
people don't know about," Haines
said
"It is deeper than a political issue,'
he continued. "Some kind of
phenomenon or strange metaphor
exists that people just can not deal
with yet."
Haines said the phenomenon is
deeply seated in the aura of the "Institution of the American Presidency."
Paraphrasing a quote from one of
the many books on Nixon as a man.
Haines said Nixon had attached
grave damage to "the unifying symbol of the presidency."
"People experienced it, but they
don't know what to do with it,"
Haines said. "We have gone from the
age of Roosevelt to the - age of Nixon,
and we don't know what it is."

Part of the problem, according to
Haines, is that it was the first
profoundly momentous occasion
electronic media had to deal with
and it never came together.
"Television gives shape to an experience, turns it into a drama. The
whole business with Watergate never
had a final act," Flames said.
"Then when the pardon came,"
Haines continued,"there have been no

crescendo to justice."
Haines hopes both the interviews
and "Probe" will be able to bring it
all together.
"First we have got to find out what
Nixon will be attacking, he was

always on the attack-it has got to be
a key. Then we need to proper perspective, and finally some kind of answer," Haines concluded.

ASUPS Governance studied
By BETSY CAMPBELL
Governance of ASIA'S may he taking on a new shape if the recommendations of the AS( IPS Governance Committee are acted upon by the Student
Senate, according to chairperson Craig Allison Since its formation in lanuary
Allison said, the eight-person advisory committee has been targeting mid-May
to present "both structural and philosophical ideas" to the senate
"Greater participation by students in policy formation, and better com
munication." are two of the philosophical goals Allison says the committee
has discussed "Generally." he says. "we want things to work Netter The
structural specifics are still heing worked out "
At the suggestion of faculty representative Dr Charles Frank . Allison says
At the suggestion of faculty representative Dr Charles Frank Allison says
the senate decided a hard look should he taken at the structure of the student
government Proposed at the tail end of the communication problems
surrounding the new grading policy. and in the middle of the KIPS controversy. he said the committee was formed to "look at problems "
This week the senate derided to keep the committee in operation Topics it
might study include increasing the senate to 2n members, creating a bicameral
Faculty-Student Senate. putting the senate Evaluation Committee in charge of
committee appointments, and defining the administration's role at lIP6
The committee originally selected by the evaluation committee town
committee signiips and appointments will soon expand from eight to 1
members
"It's taken a while for the committee to get off the ground " Allison said
"The work
encompasses
of
the
committee
everything "

•
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April 21. A third item proposed by Phibbs at the April 21
meeting was the creation of a Hannah and Peter Puget
Day when all classes would he cancelled and students
and fthilltv could enjoy a "spontaneous moment of
irresponsibility."
'
.
The meeting adjourned Tuesday without takinttrarlY
•
tion on the proposal -
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A random poll on cafeteria food changes shows

Students concerned about freedom of choice
By LYNDA WILLIAMSON
A random sampling of students at
Monday night's whole-wheat
spaghetti dinner revealed that
generally students are favorable to
the cafeteria food changes and concerned with their freedom of choice.
Many of the students questioned
agreed with students Gary Khan and
Lisa Wiberg who felt the changes
were for the best and will payoff in
the long run.
Concern for maintaining a variety
of cereal offerings was expressed by
Lisa Loutzenhiser, Kitty Lucas and
Renee Trucksess. The felt the total
removal of the sugared cereals was
too extreme. Some cut-backs they
said would be fine, as long as there
remains a choice.
Freedom of choice seemed to be of
great importance to all students
questioned. "Basically I agree with
the changes. What bothers me is that
there wasn't any choice," Tracie
Poole said.
When asked his opinion, Steve
Conroy replied, "I've been waiting
for this all year! I like what is being
done. About freedom of choice,
!don't think there was any choice to
begin with..."
Another student commented that
it really makes her mad when people
complain about the food and the
changes, yet won't go to meetings or
do anything about he problem.
When asked for his honest opinion,

Food Service Director Richard Grimwood explained that he is pleased the
committee has been formed. "It is
getting student input and that's good.
I don't agree with all that is being
changed, nor do I disagree completely." He also said the food service staff is interested in the changes
being made. "They too are concerned that the student's right to choose
what they eat not be limited."
The basic problem," explained UPS
wrestler Bill Stout, "is that some of
the food here is o.k., but some just is
not worth eating." Specifically he
suggested the cheese strata, stuffed
bell peppers and smoked white fish
be indefinitely removed from the
menu.
Over-all the whole-wheat bread
and fruit juice has had very favorable
response. Although the artichokes
were not a food change, students
were very favorable to them and
thanked Grimwood for having served
them.
Miny students like R.J.Secor
seldom eat the sugar cereals and
some don't eat the ice cream
novelties so they really didn't care
personally but believed that
nutritionally their removal was best.
A contrary, but equally representative opinion was expressed by
student Steve Heuston, "Keep the
popsicles."
Julie Marchall and Scott Jackson
would like to see frozen yogurt

Tracie Poole
replace the soft ice-cream. "Yogurt,"
they said, "is healthier and tastes better."
Graduate student Dave Slade
asked why the food service could affort ice cream novelties on an "allyou-can-eat basis" when fresh fruit is
limited to one per person per meal
and yet they cost about the same.
Slade suggested boosting the salad
bar with fresh sliced vegetables in
addition to the existing lettuce, cottage cheese, jello, and yogurt which
are consistently offerec'

Lisa Loutzenhiser (left), Mark Klue and Lisa Wiberg.
Concern was expressed over the
vegetarian entree offerings. Some
students have never tried them
because they "look gross," or
"greasy". Other students who have
tried them would like to see a greater
variety of vegetarian offerings.
Perhaps removal of the less popular
entrees in exchange for some new
recipes. Many would like to see less
cheese, rice and eggs.
Student response to the wholewheat noodles was mixed, but a
report from the plate-scrapers in the

dish-washing brigade told the real
story. The report stated that less
whole-wheat spaghetti was left on
the plates than usual. Marion Frank
(Hawk-eye) said that she thought the
spaghetti was "pretty good, not as
gummy as usual."
"I'm glad the students are concerned , and that the kitchen staff
doesn't object," said student
Stephanie Powell. "Mr. Grimwood is
doing a damn good job."

Participants needed for Spring Weekend teams and events
This year's Spring Weekend needs
participants from all student living
groups and university staff to sign up
for both the Logger Day Events and
the "Talent Fest". Teams are needed
for the Logger Day Events which include; Log Chopping, Cross Cut
Sawing, Tug-O-War, Ice Blocking,
Greased Pole Climbing and the Keg
Putt. The games will be held Saturday, May 6 from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.

The "Talent Fest" will be on Saturday evening at 6:30 p.m. in the Music
Quad. The Talent Fest will include
the traditional "Song Fest" activities
and will also allow for other forms of
musical and comedy routines. The
Gong Show was a great success. This
Talent Fest hopes to bring attention
to other talented people on the UPS
campus.
Please send the list of team mem-

bers and Talent Fest programs to Ivy
Goche' in the Dean of Students Office, SUB 208, before Wednesday,
May 4th.
A great deal of planning and enthusiasm has gone into this year's
Spring Weekend. With good weather,
all of the activities will be held outdoors. Everyone, including university
staff and administrators, are encouraged to participate in the games

and shows.
The schedule of events is as
follows:
May 6 - Friday Afternoon
4 - 6 p.m. - Outdoor Country Blue
Grass Concert featuring: "Bill Good
For Shoot Luke". Bring dinners outside.
8 p.m. - Rich Little and Kalapana
Concert .

May 7 - Saturday
11 a.m. - 2 p.m. - Logger Day
Games.
2:30-5 p.m. -Jazz Festival-Todd
Hall
4 - 6 p.m. - Outdoor picnic.
6:30 - 7:30 p.m. -"Talent Fest"
12:30 a.m. - Outdoor DanceTodd Hall
12:30 a.m. - Film Festival
featuring: Vanishing Point and King

8:30

-

of Hearts.

Final library hours extended
To aid students preparing for final
exams, Collins Library will be extending study hours until 2 a.m. from
May 13 to 26.
Between those dates the library
will be offering regular services util
12 p.m. Then from midnight until 2
the reserve and reference rooms will
be open for study. The reserve and
,reference areas, in addition to

providing study space, offer access to
reserve materials, the reference
collection, encyclopedias, periodical
indexes and atlases. No books may
be checked after midnight though.
The special late night study hours
are made possible by the recent installation of a library portcullis on
the Collins main floor.

TRAIL buys new typesetter
Continued from page 1
had to call the IBM repairman in tc

,et the system running again
Along with the new equipment. we
decided to change to a slightly more
'embellished type style for easier
reading Our headlines will all he in a
uniform type now too. No longer will
we have to punch them out on the
Headliner and wait for it to expel'
something completely different from
what we thought we put into it.
By pushing buttons. we can instantly change our type tin'. which
ranges from 6 point (classified ads) to
72 point (for headlines announcing a
declaration of war). Type styles are
changed the same way.

This issue and our remaining two
will he somewhat experimental as we
learn about our new capabilities and
work the hugs our of our revised
production system With the first
issue next year. the staff should he
able to start in without any breaking
in period
The TRAIT is renting the equipment for one year. with option to
buy If it holds tip. it will probably he
purchased. The total cost of renting
will he about 55.350- The current
cash value of the Comptiwriter IV
and accessories is about 312,700.
The IRM system will he sold for
whatever we can get for it to offset
some
of the cost.

Errors corrected from last issue
There were two errors in last
week's story on the student media
head selections.
TRAIL editor candidate Jim
Duggan was erroneously reported as
a freshman. Though in his first year

here, Duggan has sophomore standing.
KUPS station manager candidate
lim Denno is currently the facility's
program .!irector, not assistant
program direc.or.
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Urban Affairs program replaces defunct department
By ANN PULLIAM
Beginning next fall the Urban Studies
department will again be a program,
redesigned and renamed Urban Affairs.
The changes made are in accordance with
the recommendations made by the Urban
Studies Evaluation Committee which met last
June. Because of these changes, the Urban
Affairs program should be a strong one, according to Frank Hruza, director of the
program.
The evaluation committee felt that the urban studies major was exposed to to much
experimental learning and not enough to
cognitive and traditional modes of education.
The main differences beween the old urban
studies department and the new urban affairs
program are in the faculty and the course offerings. Before, there were only two full-time

student will have an understanding of the
problems of urban life, as well as the skills,
concepts, and theories to deal with the complex urban environment."
The two-semester senior internship experience is an important part of the program,
tying together the four years of classes,
helping the students discover any gaps in
their education that need to be filled, and
giving students actual professional experience. Hruza said he is making an effort to coordinate all of UPS students' internships with
the needs of the community.
A major goal of the faculty committee now
meeting to work out the new program, according to Hruza, is to make sure the program is
"balanced between the cognitive and th'e experiential, and making sure that theoretical
bases are established. In the Urban Studies

Urban Studies instructors and three with joint
assignments in Urban Studies and another
discipline. Now There will be 10 instructors
teaching courses i their parent departments
which have special emphasis on urban
problems.
Instead of the large number of Urban
Studies courses offered before, under the new
system there will be only our core
requirements, including the senior internship.
Students are free to choose from other
disciplines to round out their studies, with
counseling from their advisors.
Hruza said the keypoint to the Urban Affairs program is that "it is multidisciplinary,
but the student is interdisciplinary. The
student majoring in Urban Affairs is actually
looking at urban problems from multiple per-

spectives. After going through the course, the
department before, there may have been too
much emphasis on he affective or emotional
aspects. There will be more of a balance or
integration now."
Wolf red "Shady" Bauer, Assoicate Dean in
charge of the curriculum, and member of the
Urban Studies Evaluation Committee, said he
is "Very pleased with the work of the committee doing the review. The result will be a
strong program, solidly based in a number of
disciplines. I anticipate that the rest of the
job will be just as effectively done."
The students currently majoring in Urban
Studies should be able to make a smooth
transition into the Urban Affairs program,
Hruza siad, as most of them have already
picked up their core requirements.

Black Arts Festival features poetry
By MATT McCULLY
Poetry and music, and a lot of each
were featured last Monday, April 18
as the seventh annual Black Arts
Festival opened on the University of
Puget Sound campus.
Racardo McLaughlin and Bonnie
Williams co-hosted the hour-long
performance entitled "Ebony
Creativity" or as the charming
Williams interpreted, "Our joys,
hopes, dreams, and aspirations."
Soloist Sheri Day's performance
was the brightest of the evening, as
she sang"'strange Fruit - . a song written for Billie Holiday reflecting on
the torment of the Black people in
the south in our country.
The musical group Soulful Sounds
also excelled in their three numbers,
drawing the biggest reaction of the
evening from the larger-thanexpected Jacobsen Recital Hall
crowd with their version of
"Devotion", an Earth, Wind & Fire
tune.
Several themes arose from the affair, including a need for the
awareness of the Black struggle - past
and present - and his culture, a
somewhat lighter look at the issue of

racism, and an overriding theme of
triumph and happiness.
Dian Ferguson did a fine job of
recounting a large part of Black
history in this country with "The
Lecture", a self-written and selfacted soliloquy.
And Dr. Seuss even got into the
act, as the group acted out his story
"The Sneeches", a humorous account of a fictional racer of creatures
who found it impossible to get along
and went through a lot of unhappiness because they believed that
different meant unequal.
And the theme of triumph and
happiness was best exemplified by
Soulful Sounds and their songs "High
on Sunshine" and "People Get
Ready".
Co-host McLaughlin summed this
theme up with his closing words,
"Aint it funny the way you feel shows
on your face?"
Monday night's performance
generated quite a few happy faces.
The performance kicked off a five consecutive-night festival that included the film Othello, a health fair,
a future look, and a spring ball

Student semi-finalist for Truman scholarship
Black Arts Festival participants rehearse. (Photo by Keith Bauer)

Co-op education program gives
students practical experience
By DEBBIE ANDERSON
"Cooperative education is an opportunity for students
to become invovled in a practical work experience directly related to their academic programs," said Bob
Denomy, director of the UPS cooperative Education
program.
Students participating in Co-op alternate periods of
work and study, spending one semester attendin g classes
on campus, and the next semester working at a full-time,
paid job related to their major field of study. Although
Denomyh states that the pay, which ranges from $500 to
$900 a month, is "a valuable by-product", he stresses that
Co-op is "a learning experience, it's an education
program, it is absoluelv not an employment program."
The Office of Cooperative Education works with the
employer to develop a training program which will
educate the student about the various facets of the job,
and help to keep him/her interested and stimulated.
"Sometimes ther's a tendency to have these people (the
Co-op students) just do work. And that's a problem,"
Denomy said. "'you can peak out at this thing at just
work. You don't get any new insights into the job and then
it becomes just a work opportunity instead of a learning
experience."
The program was established at UPS in 1969 with a
Weyerhauser Foundation grant, and was awarded federal
funding from 1971 through 1974. Since then, the program
has been supported entirely by the univeristy, with an annual budget of about $35,000. It is one of the few Co-op
programs in the country that does not receive outside
funding.
There are about 80 students a year working in the
program, according to Denomy. In addition, around 70
students are interested but not yet actively involved
Denomy said he would like to see the program expanded
to 100 or 150 people, "but it requires a lot of manpower."

At present there are only two people in the Co-op office: Denomy and Jack McGee. Denomy came to Co-op a
year ago. Prior to becoming the program's director, he
was the career and placement services director, and he
spent 26 years in the Air Force before coming to UPS in
1969. McGee works only part time in the Co-op office '-le
also works as community college relations director and
coaches the university's baseball team
Students are currently involved in many business and
science positions on the West coast. Gail Wentworth, a
physics and math major, has served three internships with
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration/Ames Research Laboratory in Sunnyvale,
California. She has been working at the Astronautics
Division's Infrared Astronomy Laboratory at Ames , and
after her graduation in August will become a full-time
employee. In addition, whe will continue. her education at
the University of California on a NASA/Ames scholarship.
Lisa Paresa and Kathy Burks have completed initial internships as air traffic control specialists with the Federal
Aviation Administration in Seattle. Larry Corrigan and
Nancy Grader have both interned as personnel clerks for
Puget Sound Power and Light.
Other Northwest companies that have participated in
the past or are presently involved are Seats, ASARCO,
Pacific First Federal Savings and Loan, and U.S. Oil and
Refinery, among others.I If a student is interested in Co-op
he should drop my McIntyre 112 Denomy or McGee will
talk to the student and then try to arragne a suitable
position for him. Or, Denomy said, "Students can also
develop employment opportunities that they think they'd
like to become involved in."
If a student does find something that he is interested in,
then the Co-op office will work out an academically
related training program with the employer.

lames King Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs.
James King of 1710 N. Harmon in
Tacoma, is one of six semi-finalists
among Washington State college and
university students competing for the
Harry S. Truman Scholarship.
The Truman Scholarship, as
established by Congress, awards up
to $5,000 in tuition, fees, books and
room and hoard to one sophomore
full-time student in every state of the
union. To be eligible, a student must
be interested in a career in public
service and be in the top 25% of his
class.

The Washington scholarship committee interviewed the six
Washington state semi-finalists in
February. Two names were then sent
to the national committee. The state
winner will be selected and notified
within the month.
King, nominated by a UPS committee headed by Dr. Michael Veseth, is
an economics major, a member of
the UPS debate team (Pi Kappa
Delta) and serves as president of the
College Republican Club He is a
1975 graduate of Woodrow Wilson
High School.

Economists charge supermarkets
(UPI) A team of University of
Wisconsin Economists accused the
nation's larger supermarket chains of
"monopoly overcharges" of at least
$660 million a year
The study covered some 32 market
areas in 1974. It aroused immediate
and vigorous denials. A Harvard
business school economist and
Agriculture Department expert said
the study did not give enough weight
to varing regional costs. The Food

Marketing Institute said the report
was biased and designed to lead to
foregone conclusions.
But Wisconsin economists Bruce
Marion and Willard Mueller stuck to
their guns, insisting their study
showed that wherever and whenever
the large supermarket chains get a
dominant position in a local consumer market prices of groceries tend
to rise inordinately

BOB'S TOTUM MARKET
Hours - Daily 7 AM-2 AM
Sunday 7 AM- Midnite
Your Neighborhood Food Center
6th &

Proctor Ave.
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Student Activities offer services
Is there life outside the classroom?
Yes. If you are a student interested
in pursuing activities outside the
classroom, Student Activities needs
your help.
Student Activities are not services
provided for students but services
provided by students for themselves.
They are programs that provide personal, social, and cultural development, practice in leadership,
management, and enjoyment of
leisure activities.
Each committee is made up of a
paid chairperson and various committee members. Within each committee, activities are discussed and
decided upon.
The effectiveness of these
programs depend on student involvement. The opportunities are
endless and provide for practical experiences in real-life situations.
There are many areas students
may work in:
Campus Films: Publicity and
projection of weekly campus films.
Lecture Series: Chairman and a
committee of five provide for
speakers from varous backgrounds.
Cellar X: Entertainment in a "Coffeehouse" atmosphere from folk
music to magic shows.
Special Events: Anything and

"Mrs. R," ASUPS Secretary and Tattler author. (Photo by Dave Hegnauer)

"Mrs. R" tells Tattler tales
By BARBARA MURPHY
ho's the biggest "tattler" at the University of Puget
Sound?
Though you'd never suspect it judging from her genial
appearance, Mrs. Bea Ramsdell, Associated Student Body
secretary is the producer and distributer of the Tattler, a
daily newsletter containing information on various campus events.
"1 type the Tattler ditto and run off about 500 copies
each day," she said referring to just one of her many jobs
in the busy office locited on the second floor of the SUB.
In addition to the Tattler and general secretarial duties,
Ramsdell serves as "caretaker" of student affairs. ASUPS
correspondence, scheduling the student body van,
making UPS ID cards, and international ID cards for overseas student travelers are a few of the cheerful secretary's
other responsibilities.
The well groomed, attractive woman started working at
UPS nine years ago when her husband Wally, the former
mayor and present councilman of Fircrest community, entered the political arena. Emphasizing how appreciative
the students are of her work, "Mrs. R.". as she is fondly
nicknamed said, "I'd much rather work for the students
than the administration. I enjoy being around students
and all the activity."
She cited few drawbacks to her position explaining,
"I've never really been upset with anyone. I can only
recall about two incidents which disturoed me in my entire nine years.
Working in direct contact with the three executive

New director named

ASUPS officers, Mrs. R. gets to know these individuals
personally and has seen a variety of students leaders over
he years.
"I really don't have any favorites," she said. "They have
had different personalities and characteristics but
hey've all been very kind to me."
Mrs. Ramsdell commented on the entusiasm of the
newly elected students as they begin their terms ot (Alice
each year.
"They start out very excited to get established and
eager to begin business," she smiled, "but sometimes they
get a bit disillusioned toward the end."
The tan and youthful mother of four and grandmother
of a two-year-old boy, recently went on a Hawaiiart
vacation, but Mrs. R.'s busy life doesn't keep her frOm
frequently baking goodies for the ASB office.
"I also like to have the officers come to my home occassionaly," she said, " so my family can meet them too."
Mrs. R. is more closely asociated with UPS than most
employers since an older daughter attended school here
and her youngest daughter, Laurie is presently a freshman.
"My .son, a junior at Wilson High School, is also planning to come to UPS," she said proudly, though noting
the proposed tuition increase is not a welcome sight!
Although she isn't overly maternal, Mrs. R. certainly is
concerned, helpful, and cares - like a mother- for all UPS
students.
"I enjoy my work," she concluded. "I look forward to
being here as long as I'm needed and wanted."
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Michael E. Randall has been
named director of the UPS Seattle
Campus, it was announced recently
by President Philip Phibbs.
Randall, who also serves as director of the UPS Olympia Campus, was
formerly employed in the fields ot
human service, college teaching and
state government. He has served as
an educational planner for the
Washington State Council for Postsecondary Education, as a research
associate in higher education at the
University of Washington and as a
,olice officer with the Portland
Police Bureau.
He received his BS degree from
Portland State University and his
MFA and EdS degrees from the
University of Iowa campus.
Established in 1971, the UPS Seattle Campus offers courses leading to
bachelor's and master's degrees in
business and public administration
for persons employed full-time. All

classes are offered in the late afternoons and evenings.
Randall replaces Joe Perry, who
has returned to a position with the
Seattle Regional Office of the Department of Housing and Urban
Development.

Ex-Mobile executive
speaks on energy crisis
Paul Stefanik spoke to a group of
UPS students regarding the energy
and ecology problems facing the
nation on Marcy 30. Mr Stefanik is a
retired Mobil Oil executive. He indicated that the country needs to use
very large crude oil container ships to
reduce costs, and should promote off
shore oil exploration. Stefanik was
sponsored by Alpha Kappa Psi
Business Fraternity.

Live and learnintro to humanities
Editor's Note - Written by a participant, the following article is a first person
report on the Living/Learning program.

383-4739

U.P.S. HAPPY HOUR

FOOD: Grmt Pizza
is Flarrbtirger
Rreakfast Anytime

everything from workshops to activities for Spring weekend. Members
are needed from each living group.
Showcase: Mini-concerts featuring
touring artists and entertainers.
Campus Boogies: Arrange for rock
groups to liven up the Great Hall.
Games: Anything from chess to
bingo, even tournaments against
other schools.
Popular
Entertainment:
The
challenge of booking and promoting
a concert. Committee includes the
Students Activities Director, a cochairperson, and a committee of five.
Outdoor Recreation-Wilderness
House: Provide UPS with many outdoor activities from camping to
backpacking.
Community Involvement Action r
Center (CIAC): Work in the community and be of service to young
and old alike.
Athletic Events: Supplement the
Athletic Department efforts to create
a feeling of spirit and fun in supporting UPS athletic events.
Now is your chance to get involved. The only qualification is that
you are a a student. Applications are
available in the ASUPS office, Dean
of Stodents office, and the Student
Activities office. Deadline is Wednesday, May 4, 1977.

a■
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By PAT McCAUSLAND
As a student currently involved in the Living/Learning-Humanities 200
program, I would like to invite all students to consider participating in the
program next year.
By studying several of the great books of major eras of Western Civilization,
from Ancient Greece to the 20th century, the Living/Learning student receives
a basic introduction to the humanities. This provides a strong foundation for
the non-major as well as for majors. At the weekly meetings, faculty members
from different departments speak on the reading material after an informal
dinner together, providing the student with an opportunity to become
acquainted with many professors on both an academic and a social level.
Robert Garratt, this year's director, says that the class "provides a chance
for students to get involved in a social program with an intellectual context."
The goal that the students are striving for is the ability to carry an intellectual
atmosphere outside of the classroom into the living situation.
In addition to the intellectual sharing, many students share cultural interests. This year's group saw seven plays together, including a series of five at
Seattle's 2nd Stage. They also sponsored films and a debate and shared in the
cooking and eating of two ethnic dinners.
Eight members, and assistant director Leslie Powell, accompanied Dr. Anderson on his spring break seminar in San Francisco. According to Powel„ "The
Living/Learning program is designed to meet the needs of students desiring a
good balance of social, academic and cultural events. I believe we've done
that this year and that the students involved have enjoyed the program and
benefited from its activities." Contact Dr. Garratt (ext. 3235) or Powell (ext
4605) for further information.
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Faculty vote symptomatic
of larger university problems
With all the hulabalu over the faculty grading vote
Tuesday, the faculty discussion over the university governance has been all but forgotten.
Too had.
If the pitiful tie vote proved anything, it proved there are
grave problems with the way decisions are made at UPS.
Take for example the Student-Faculty Grading Policy
Review Committee. I he committee was hampered trom the
beginning by poor attendance from faculty members. Poor attendence is a disease that is not uncommon to other faculty
committees.
Left to their own devices, the students went on to produce a
report which probably did more to bring about the unfavorable grading vote than anything else. Putting aside the
fact that the survey did not contact enough people to draw
accurate results tne survey was poorly written and the conclusions drawn from the data misleading. The attempt by the
students to bolster the survey's credibility by falsely attributing it's authorship to Registrar lohn Finney merely
lowered the report's acceptance. As a result, what is probably
a large dissatisfaction with plus/minus GPA equivalents by
students was totally discounted.
The results should not be surprising since the current signup system of determining student committee members ensures that those on the committee will be those with an ax to
grind.
The tie vote by the faculty points up another weakness. Out
of 170 odd faculty at UPS, only 56 were present for the vote.
As ? result, the entire faculty must take the responsibility
the actions of only a third of its members. Either the Faculty
Senate should he given final authority for decisions or all
faculty members should be required to attend the meetings.
Any other arrangement is unfair to both the faculty and the
students.
Finally, faculty debate on the grading policy revealed the
most important problem facing university governance.
Arguments about the 'fairness' of the plus/minus system flew
back and forth, but the question of what the students really
want or need was hardly considered.
If the faculty and administration were truly interested in
what the students thought, I ohn Finney could have been
commissioned to write a study, a large enough sample of the
student body could have been sampled and a statistical
breakdown of the results compiled by the new computer
before the policy was approved last March Instead the task
was left to an ad hoc committee without the time resources or
ability to do a proper job.
The actual effect of the new policy on students. which is the
central issue to the student dissent did not even occur to some
of the faculty. Despite 'grade inflation' , graduate schools and
employers look at the GPA as an indication of academic excellence. If the plus/minus system succeeds in reducing grade
inflation it will also hamper a student's ability to compete
with students from other systems.
As long as the participation of one or two students on a
preliminary planning committee is considered adequate
student input, student dissatisfaction will continue Students
must be included in the active debate of proposed policy if
there voice is to be heard.
Tuesday the faculty created an Interim Administration
Committee to present preliminary proposals for governmental
changes. A student committee is presently. involved in a
similar task for the student government. Hopefully both
groups will take their jobs seriously. Changes are badly
needed

Mark Lyon

News Editor

Matt McCully/Just Ramblin'
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Reprinted from the Martlet, University of Victoria, B.C.

Fred Grimm/President's Column

Grimm gives faculty "F-"
The moratorium on the plus-minus grading change
has ended and, as a result of a faculty decision, the
plus/minus grading method will be in effect this spring. So
if you get all A's you may end up with a 3.67 GPA instead
of a 4.0.
This decision came after a long process that began last
fall. After being presented a student petition and a
resolution from the ASUPS Senate last December, the
faculty Senate declared a moratorium on the method,
which was to have been used for the first semester
grading. A joint student-faculty committee was created
to better inform the student body and faculty and get better input on the issue.
This committee set out to inform the university community; by setting up four open forums on the issue as well
as by sending out a well written plus/minus grading
newsletter.
After this, the committee embarked upon a program to
gauge the sentiment of students and faculty. They used a
systematic telephone survey. Each faculty member was
called as well as 498 students randomly selected by
Registrar John Finney through the use of the computer.
The results of the survey show that of the 152 faculty
members responding, 31.5 percent preferred the present
system, 37.5 percent preferred the + / — with GPA
equivalent, 12.5 percent preferred the +/ — without GPA
equivalent, while 18.3 percent either had no preference or
preferred some other method.
There are probably many ways to read this data, but the
survey generally shows that the faculty is split witli no
method having a clear majority and the students are
against the proposed change and infavor of the present
system by a large majority.
The results were presented to the faculty on April 21 to
give them time to study before they met the following
Tuesday. At the April 26 meeting a motion was brought to
the floor to drop the plus/minus change and to return to
the old system of straight letter grading. After considerable discussion on the pros and cons of the issue the
faculty voted. The verdict: 28 in favor, 28 opposed. The
motion failed for lack of majority.
The survey of student opinion? It was more or less
dropped and laid aside as being invalid, supposedly, since
only 281 students responded out of the random sample of
498, the results were somehow biased. It is true that from
a strictly statistical and technical viewpoint the results
could possibly be biased but then so would the majority
of surveys and polls taken. I feel the faculty was overcritical of the survey; it's more valid then most seen in
newspapers gauging public opinion. A 33 percent response is considered good in marketing research but a 56 percent response is considered invalid by many faculty
members.

What bothers me is that this was probably the most
rational, systematic attempt to gauge student opinion
ever in the history of the university. I'm sure you can pick
flaws in it but that should in no way diminish the
significance of the results. Long hours were spent by the
student members of the ad-hoc committee gathering the
data only to have them seemingly ignored by the faculty
in their decision making process. They didn't discuss what
the students wanted, they discussed the pros and cons as
they saw them.
Besides, only 56 members of a faculty of around 190 attended and voted. The other 134, for some reason of
another, just couldn't make the meeting and weren't
allowed to vote by a written ballot, as proposed by
Professor Bill Hobson, but turned down by those present.
To think that the student desires, as expressed by the
survey, were denied by a mere one vote when 134 people
didn't even vote greatly distrubs me.
When discussing the next order of business, university
goverance, concern was expressed about making an important decision without a greater number of faculty
present. When someone reminded the body that they had
just voted on the grading policy with only 30 percent of
the faculty present, one faculty member commented, "To
me that was a trivial question that doesn't bother me."
Trivial to faculty? Important to students! But yet the
faculty voted against the desires of the students on an
issue that concerns the students, not the faculty.
Something is wrong somewhere. I would hope that the
faculty would reconsider their action on this issue and
become more responsive to student input. I think the
students should demand it.
•••
I'd like to express special thanks to the student members of the grading policy committee for all their time and
efforts. So thank you Debbie Vincent, Steve McLellan,
Gina Innocenti, Chris Ellis, Bryce Kennedy, Madge Montgomery, and Ron Kallsen.
le••

Activity signups are beginning for all the committees. If
you want to help plan and develop activities on campus I
would greatly encourage you to pick up an application in
the ASUPS office and become invovled. I've heard a lot of
complaints about activities this year and now is the time
to do someting about it for next year.
•1r

I might also mention that cheerleading signups are
being held now for next years cheerleaders. There is an attempt being made to professionalize the cheerleading
and to increase the student support behind them. If you
are enthusiastic and spirited and think that you would
make a good cheerleader I would encourage you to try
out. You can apply at the ASUPS office.
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Have discovered who is at the root of all America's problems: it's "they".
When the road is bumpy, we say: "Why don't they fix the road?"
*When we pay more for something than we'd like to: "When are they going
to do something about inflation?"
*When taxes are raised: "Who do they think they are, taking all my money?"
When someone asks the fate of Gary Gillmore: "They executed him."
*When you eat a hot dog: "Do you know what they put in those things?"
Hey, we've got to find these "they" guys and straighten them out in a hurry
before they completely mess us up!
You probably wanted to know that:
*Carson City is the smallest mainland state capitol.
*Some raindrops are ten times as large as others
*The US has 50 times as many gun murders as England, Japan, and Germany
combined.
*"Die" is singular, "dice" is plural for those six sided game items.
*"Octopuses" and "octopi" are both acceptable plural forms of that eightlegged sea creature (you probably knew this, I didn't).
Actual sign on the reader board in front of a meat market in Edgewood:
"You can't beat Joe's meat."

"MY FELLOW AMERICANS, BECAUSE Or TOE UNFORTUNATE PRESS COVERAGE
I [iilvE . DECIDED TO SPEAK TO YOU- UP CLOSE AND PERSONAL L I
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Clark rednecked, bigoted in movie review

letters

To the Editor
After four years at UPS I am surprised to find myself writing a
response to a movie review. Randy
Clark's critique of Fraternity Row,
however, is so extremely bigoted, and
is such a cheap shot at the Greek
system on this campus, that I feel I
must respond .

The movie itself is a movie by a
PhD candidate, nothing more It also
has a principally inexperienced cast
and a rookie writer. The movie's entertainment value I'll leave for others
to discuss. Its value as an in-depth insight into the present day fraternity
system at UPS, however, is negligible.
Your bigotry, Clark, is so restrictive

that if I were to read your article
wearing the same blinders to view the
world that you use I would be left
with the conlcusion that the TRAIL
staff is totally and vehemently antiGreek - in short, that its mental attitudes are about as defective as its
command of English grammar and
syntax .

Growth Policy Association of Pierce County
Letter to the Citizens of Pierce County
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
President
John L Aram
Vice•preardent
Richard CI Smith
Secretary
Richard Turner
Treasure.

Feed Burrow

Sandra Anderson
Tom Anderson
John L Aram
Don Barber

Gloria Bean
L R Bonneville Jr

Dear Citizens:

What do you really want and need for you
and your children's future?
Is it to keep those good things which
are unique about Pierce County?
Is it to improve and increase employment?
Is it appropriate uses of land?
Is it finding balanced solutions to the
problems that effect us all?
Is it determining your local destiny?

Fred Burrow
Gerald Chrld
Jack Daveloar

Peter ()eyries
Robert G Earley
Helen Engle
nrnmissioner Patrick Gallagher
Booth Gardner
Carl Gust
Larry Ghilarducci

As part of this community we must do something about these questions and our concern
about them. The GROWTH POLICY ASSOCIATION, a non-profit, county-wide coalition of
citizens, governments and organizations
intends:

Councliman Edward Hudson
Clyde Hupp
Frank C Jackson
Mayor Gordon N Johnston

Kathy Larson
Lawanna Lee
Bit Moss
Ron Preth
Jack Guinn
Kay Schunke
Richard D Smith

To hear and study the full range of
community values and needs;
To find consensus for community direction;
To develop orderly local planning policies;
To strive through cooperative efforts, to
gain government implementation of approved
policies.

Dr Larry Stevens
Commissioner Joe Sloth.,

Brewer Thompson
Richard Turner
Mayor Joe tPaves

Dr Eugene Wiegman
William Woolf
Robert M Yamashita

Ekeci,ti.* Director
Ouide N Marun

This cannot be done without you, the citizens.
Let's get together to insure that the future of the
Tacoma-Pierce County Community is one
where we can work, learn and enjoy life — you
can participate in the GROWTH POLICY ASSOCIATION by mailing to us the Participation
Form below. Please do so now!

PARTICIPATION FORM
pom.m•o••oo.•.....m..momn
Please return this form to:
G.P.A.
711 Court "A"
Tacoma, WN
98402

Sincerely,

S/John L. Aram
President of the Board
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Now obviously there are faults in
any fraternity system and in the individual houses However, your
backhanded comments about
"brotherhood" are based on assumptions which simply aren't true for
the majority of fraternity men. You
assume with your high and mighty
last sentence, ("If you're in a frat go
see It and question your environment
that every individual in a frat is too
stupid, too out of touch with himself
and too uncaring about the world
around him ever to question his environment, or at least until he is
shocked into action by a mediocre
movie about the 1950's. I would venwre that a high majority evaluate
themselves and their environment
very early in their fraternity exlerience - and keep on doing it
You also assume a definition for
the term "Brotherhood" which I think
and here I freely admit I don't know
exactly what you are implying (do
you?) -is probably so idealistic as to
be unworkable after even a prima
facie analysis.
Each individual in a fraternity has
his own experiences and his own
ideas of what it should mean. You
have to realize that it is a subjecively rather than an objectively
defined term. Brotherhood doesn't
have to mean a willingness to die for
you "brother" if Safety and Security
catches him waterballooning Seward
Hall.
'In my own fraternity, Beta Theta
Pi, "Brotherhood" last week meant
spending the entire week cleaning
and repainting a home for
emotionally disturbed young boys
Almost 400 man-hours were spent by
the 60 members of the house on the
project. It would be interesting to
note how often and to what degree
non-Greek living groups have
produced organized efforts to improve the local community. (Don't
forget though, Clark: "Pledges have
long hair, they take drugs, and they
seem to be able to get their rocks off
every now and then.")
In conclusion, I apologize for the
length of this letter and would like to
thank the TRAIL for printing it in its
entirety. I would also like to reaffirm
my position against Redneck Randy's
bigoted column. I can't accept the
idea that every Greek believes the

line that, if you're an independent it's
because you didn't get a bid.
Similarly, I don't think all independents feel that the only people in a
fraternity are those who can't make it
on their own (A case in point is the
last election where a high percentage
of Greeks were elected to ASUPS offices with a high percentage of independents casting ballots.)
Articles like Clark's ignorant
review of Fraternity Row serve only to
create an aura of misunderstanding
between Greek and non-Greek living
groups.

Brian Budsberg

ADVOCATE bad taste
To The Editor.

The blatant references to the
Canary Island air disaster in 'last
week's issue of the ADVOCATE were
sadly unwarranted.
Though the ADVOCATE has, in the
past, made some admirable attempts
to provide an alternative press, this
particular issue expressed a total insensitivity to those of us who were
directly affected.
With the loss of a close friend, I am
hard pressed to recognize its
misplaced attempt at humor.
Sincerely,

Scott Cochrane

TRAIL Letters Policy
The TRAIL welcomes letters from
its readers. We ask that you keep
them brief, to the point, typed and
double-spaced. Longer letters addresing specific concerns will be considered for our Campus Forum section. The TRAIL does not guarantee
publication under any circumstances
and reserves the right to reject
material for reasons of available
space, style or factual misrepresentation, and to edit for grammar, style
and length. All letters must be signed
and include the author's phone number Submission deadline is 11 noon
Monday for that week's edition.
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ARTS4ENTERTAI
Redneck RandylNuff Said

Bigoted?
Finally!

I admit, I'm bigoted against popularity based Institutions'
Thank-you Brian Budsberg Your comments could have been straight nut of
the film Fraternity Row. But most importantly, now I know that at least one of
"the bretheren " reads the TRAIL ,
For everyone else, more info can he found on page seven. in the "I etters to
the Editor" section.
Hey you pinko commie faggot hand me another beer

A Concert Comes
to the Fieldhouse

Rich Little & Kalafla178 Fri

May 8:00 p.m.

Mark French/Music Notes

"Konked" by the Kinks
Perhaps you share my disillusionment with the current
state of rock & roll. The new blood seems tired, and the
old blood has broken up or sold out. The bands who gave
us consistently good music and are still playing are few
and tar betweeen.
The Stones lost it somewhere aroundGoats Head Soup.
The Who are still one of the best live bands around, but
how can I look at them in the same light after "Squeeze
Box"? There are a few good American bands still on the

circuit. The Dead are out and around, and still touring.
The Band, however, has given up the song of the road for
good. Besides, the bands we heard on the AM in the late
sixties were usually English rockers, not home-grown
talent.
All this is leading up to something...there is one band
that has been around longer than an these other
aforementioned groups. They had a hit single on the AM
back before the Beatles made the sccene on Eddie
Sullivan's extravaganza..
Do you remember da da da da da da-da-da, "All Day
and All of the Night"? Maybe, "You Really Got Me"
strikes a familiar chord on those jaded heartstrings of
your soul. How about "Tired of Waiting", or maybe "Well
Respected Man", or "Dedicated Follower of Fashion"
(written about modish rock singer Roger Daltrey!)? If
those songs are too old or obscure for the youngsters in
my audience, perhaps they will remember "Lola" or
"Apeman".
Well, if you haven't guessed who this mystery band is
by now, you do not win the Elton John kewpie doll- because if you have never heard the Kinks, then you must
be krazy.

I stood in line for seven hours to hear my heroes the
week before last and I was rewarded with front row
balcony seats for their sold-out concert at the Paramount.
The opening act was a menagerie of vapid glitter zombies named The Hollywood Stars, a hand I would equate
with Pablo Cruise, the group I was going to review this
week until I heard their music. In one word, both bands

were, and will always be: NAUSEATING!!! Most of the
audience stayed in the lobby until the noise pollution
ceased.

The came the REAL SHOW, The Kinks, all stellar performers with their inscrutably insane leader Raymond
Douglas Davies: songwriter, vaudville crooner, notorius
boozer, lady (and Lola) lover, innocent schoolboy, Mr.
Flash Himself!

The Bank launched into a heavy rocker, and then
Davies leapt from the wings, snatched up the mike, and
started in on one of the best cuts of Preservation Act I,
"'one of the Survivors" about a rather worn out "bonafide
member of the Be-Bop generation named Johnny Thunder.
From there the hits came fast and furious. All of the hits
I mentioned earlier were performed, with great joy being
evidenced by the enraptured screams and swooning
among the dedicated Kink Kultists. Ray was the quintessential showman, wielding complete control over
audience and band at the same time. Then came a medley
of songs off their new album Sleepwalker, which is a
classic in it's own right already, and indeed, has proved to
be their new salavation since many members of the
audience were obviously less interested in their golden,
mouldies, than they Were with their two latest albums

Schoolboys in Disgrace and Sleepwalker.
The Kinks Koncert last year at the Paramount was a
complete performance of Schoolboys in Disgrace, and

although it did not sell out, it was very well received, and
with the help of Sleepwalker certainly guaranteed the
band a sell-out tour this time around.
The medley started with "Sleepwalker" then came
"Full Moon", "Stormy Sky" and "Life goes On" (one of
Ray's songs of genius about the horrors of life including
suicide, ennui, and the existential dillemma).
Ray pulled a disappearing act and reappeared on
stage in the costume of a wrinkled old headmaster who
enjoys canning his hapless students (oh for the good old
days!). The evil headmaster is determined to punish the
poor innocent schoolboy who knocked up a sweet innocent thing in a moment of abandon ("It wasn't lust, it
WASN'T RAPE, IT WAS JUST A MISTAKE"). The poor innocent schoolboy begs to be spared the humiliation of a
canning(especially its effect on his prestige v:ith his fellow
students), but the headmaster sings "Hard Way" and
destroys all his hopes. This is an incredible song, with
sledgehammer force power guitar and great lyrics("I'm
.wasting my vocation teaching you to write neat when
your only fit to.sween the street")
The music kept coming, topped off with the

prerequisite drunken and lurching version of _"alcohol",
Rays definitive ode to the dangers of addiction to alcohol
and how it leads to floozies and indecision.
It was the best rock concert I have seen in four years in
the Northwest. Ray is still one of the survivors in every
sense of the word. Listen to their new album Sleepwalker
and get "konked" by the Kinks.
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Axton's coming

Russian cookbook wins acclaim

Singer and songwriter Hoyt Axton will be making his
only Northwest concert appearance in the Fieldhouse.
Wednesday, May 11 at 8 p.m.
Also on the bill is the Banana Band and the Sky Boys.
Axton began singing folk songs in the San Francisco
Bay area in 1958, and was one of the early West Cost folk
singers making the coffe-house circuit. In 1962 he cowrote "Greenback Dollare" with the late Ken Ramsey.
The Kingston Trio recorded it and had a big hit.
During this period of time Axton Hoyt lived the life of a
wandering Okie lookin' for some fun He drove fast, drank
wine, made love, broke guitars, wrote songs, sang songs,
and generally took life as it came to him or as he ran into
it
In 1964 John Kay, later the lead singer in the group
Steppenwolf, heard Hoyt sing "The Pusher" at the
Troubadour in Los Angeles. STeppenwolf recorded the
song and it eventualkly found its way onto four gold
albums, including the soundtrack of the film. "Easy
Rider."
Hoyt traveled with Three Dog Night in 1969-1970 as
their opening act. When he wrote "boy to the World". he
played it for the group who had their most successful
single with that song. They later recorded his "Never Been
to Spain" which was another top-ten hit .
During all these years Hoyt has remained active as an
"underground" West Coast performer and recording
artist. He has made $4 albums for almost as many
labels but only recently has he come into his own as a
recording artist.
As with his ten earlier albums on diverse labels. Hovt's
albums "Less Than the Song," "Life Machine,"
hound", and "Fearless" have proved to he a natural
showcase for his songs. Artists who have recorded songs
from them include loan Baez, David Clayton Thomas,
Three Dog Night ("Southbound"), Martha Reeves, lohn
Denver, Glen Campbell. Commander Cody & His Lost
Planet Airmen, Ringo STarr, ("No. No, No") Patti Page.

"The Best Foods of Russia" by
Sonia Uvezian, wife of professor
David Kaiserman, artist-in-residence
in the school, has been gathering
critical accolades nationwide since
its publication last October 27, including having been chosen as one of
the best cookbooks of 1976 by The
New York Times, which called it " a
fascinating book," with "sensationally good" food.
Over 250 recipes featuring the
remarkably healthful and delectable
cuisine of the three Soviet republics
of the Caucasus - Armenia. Azerbaidzhan, and Georgia - are presented in eighteen chapters, from appetizers and soups to desserts and
beverages. The majority of these
recipes are being seen in the West for
the first time, and their newness and
originality prompted
Vogue
magazine to describe Caucasian food
as "a delicious new area for
American cooks to explore" and to
feature 15 recipes from the book in
its September, 1976 issue.
Noted natural foods expert
Beatrice Trum Hunter, author of
"The Natural Food Cookbook,"

Hoyt Axton
lohn Davidson, and lessi Colter. Out of the "Life
Machine" album came two country and western hits for
Hoyt, "When the Mornin' Comes" and "Roney Fingers"
which led to several appearances on the Grand Ole Opry
and Ernest LTubh's Record Shop.
Axton has also guest starred on many television shows
in dramatic roles

System of the Week

described Uvezian's book as "sheer
delight for all who enjoy tasty,
nutritious dishes made from natural
foods," while the Kirkus Reviews
wrote: "Surprising taste combinatins
and much better nutritional value
than most so-called 'health food'
cookery provides." The Charlotte,
North Carolina News found the book
"enlightening, most enjoyable, and
filled with recipes to delight the adventurous cook," and Northwest
food authority Stan Reed of the Seattle Post Intelligence ► called it "an
impressive colelction of recipes .. a
mammoth job well done. A book I
would consider a bargain at twice the
purchase price."
Uvezian's previous book, "The
Cuisine of Armenia," was also hailed
by the press, including having been
chosen as one of the five best cookbooks (from over 500) of 1974 by the
Washington Post.
"The Best Foods of Russia, priced
at 58.95 is published by Harcourt
Brace Jovanovich. It is available at
the UPS Bookstore, and at most
bookstores throughout the United
States and Canada.

Satirical revue to perform at UW
A
Minneapolis
based
im•
provisational theatre group. Dudley
Riggs' Brave New Workshop, will he
performing the satirical revue. "I'm
0 K —YOU'RE A JERK"
Dudley Riggs' Brave New
Workshop. one of the oldest and
most successful satirical revues in the
country, is a product of sixteen years
of continuous production and much
experimentation with the art of improvisation The workshop's founder
and guiding light is Dudley Riggs a
former cirrus performer who "ran
away from the c irrus to loin

family " Through his experience.
Dudley Riggs. has gained a high
regard for audiences and this regard

is reflected in the quality and
creativity of each actor's work at the
workshop
"I'M O K —YOU'RE A IERK" will
show Saturday and Sunday. May 7
and 8 at the LI of W Auditorium
Performancce times will he Sat, May
7 8-10.30 p m and Sunday, May 8
2.30 p m and 7.30 p m
Tickets available at "The Ron"
Ticket office 3rd & Pine. all suburban nutlet, and at the door

Come hear our all Yamaha
system'
Yamaha CR 400 AM/FM
receiver
Yamaha NS 2 speakers (pair)
Yamaha VP-450 turntable

Complete: $599

Brave New Workshop presents "I'm OK You're a terk
—

Let Lakewood Villa Stereo
Introduce You To Quality Component Stereo!
Bring your questions about stereo to Lakewood Villa Stereo We have
Tacoma s largest selection of quality stereo components backed-up by our
own on-the-premises Service Deportment. You'll like the way you're treated
when you visit We'll take the time to answer your quesfior-s and help you
choose the right equipment!

IAMB

VIIIA
LAKEWOOD VILLA PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER PHONE JU2-3600
711111111111

10323-B Plaza Drive Southwest TdC0111e, Washington 98499
4•••■="011.

Jazz celebration tommorrow
This year's Vocal Jazz Celebration will be help April 30
at Seattle's Paramount Northwest.
It will feature one of the most distinctive professional
jazz singers in jazz history: Jon Hendricks and his group,
Hendricks, Hendricks, Hendricks and Hendricks. Also on
the program will be the Edmonds Community College
Soundsations, who have been invited to sing with Carmen
McRae at the Montreux jazz Festival in Switzerland this
summer; the Shorline Community College jazz Choir, who
were featured at the recent Northwest Music Educators
Convention; the Columbia Basin College Vocal Jazz Ensemble, who will be touring in the San Francisco area this
year; and the Roosevelt High School Choir.
Jon Hendricks is a rare artist who has managed to stay
ahead of his time throughout an illustrious career. With
the pioneering vocal trio Lambert. Hendricks and Ross, he
was the originator of a vocal style so distinctive that
several of the most prominent figures on the contemporary scene name his as a prime influence.
Tickets are 54.50 in advance (55.00 the day of the
show), and are available at the. Bon Marche .and. all.
Paramount Northwest outlets.
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Just ask his girlfriend

LaCross may do anything for baseball
By TOM ALLEN
Puget Sound centerfielder John LaCross is serious about
baseball. How serious? just ask his former girlfriend.
Three years ago, LaCross, a Tacoma native, hawked his
fiancee's engagement ring to help pay for a trip to the
Kansas City Royals baseball academy at Sarasota,
Florida. The camp lasted one month and the ring helped
pay for flight, room and board expenses.
And it is LaCross' seriousness about baseball that made
him one of the most consistent Loggers the past two years.
.LaCross will lead Puget Sound this weekend in a pair of
crucial Northern Pacific League doubleheaders at Burns
Field against Idaho Saturday and league-leading Gonzaga
Sunday. Saturday's pair will begin at 1 p.m. and Sunday's
twin-bill is scheduled for 12 noon.
"The ring helped to pay for room and board," LaCross
said with reference to the Kansas City academy. "The
camp lasted for a month and we would play all day long.
"The pros would teach baseball and fundamentals. We
also played some games."
LaCross, a major in business-management at UPS, said
he would like the opportunity to play pro ball someday,
but indicated he will have to have a good year to impress
major league scouts.
"A couple of teams have already talked to me," he
said, "but nothing big. I would like to play baseball when I
graduate. My major interest is still baseball."
The 6-foot, 180 pound senior considers himself a
linedrive, average hitter, as opposed to a power, consistent home run threat. He played high school
baseball at Wilson, where he batted .405 his senior
season.
- He then attended Centralia Community College for
two years. Injured for most of his freshman season,
LaCross hit a healthy .320 as a sophomore. Last year, he
batted .319 for UPS and played a strong defensive center field.
Through 14 league games of the 1977 campaign, the
stocky 22-year-old is hitting a steady .290 including one

home run. He believes he is a fastball hitter by nature, and
"junk ball" pitchers (curves, sliders, changeups) give him
the most trouble. He said UPS righthander Rick Barnhart,
who often pitches batting practice, is "one of the toughest
pitchers I have ever faced."
LaCross contends it has been injuries that have turned
the Loggers' season around lately.
"We started the season off good," he added, "but we
lost some guys with injuries. We were really hurt when our
third baseman (league-leading Scott Forbes) broke his
nose and couldn't play against Portland.
"It was a tough weekend. We went down there 7-3 and
came back 7-7.
"It will be tough for us now. We'll have to win the rest
of our games to have a chance, including Gonzaga this
weekend."
With a little seriousness, that doesn't seem impossible.

immune to banktuDa
Economists at the Wharton School of Business at the University of Pennsylvania say no major league baseball team is "immune to the specter of
bankruptcy."
This is because the new economic structure of baseball is causing teams to
pay more in salaries than they take in.
A recent study by two economists from the Wharton Applied Research Center says "Now that the reserve system has been broken - or at least badly
damaged - we see a lot of million-dollar contracts that call for high salaries
and deferred payments that will continue long after playing careers have ended."
The study by Jim Emshoff and Chris Ritz says "Pressure will come from the
non-superstars. They will be unwilling to play for an enormous pay difference
and will become a vocal, controlling majority in the Player's Association to
boost their own paychecks. Soon each club could be paying three times what
it pays now in salaries."
The economists say the next two to three years will determine the success of
the ball clubs on the balance ledger.
The report says "If competition is only a reality among a certain few
teams, the fans and their dollars may go elsewhere. Any slip in attendance
culd mean disaster for many major league franchises, which would affect all
franchises."
The study said that precedents are now "being established which may mean
that all major league clubs would have to share in the contract liabilities of a
defunct team.
No team is immune to the specter of bankruptcy - not in these times of
player salaries outracing the total dollars taken in by the team.
"..fore the reserve system "crumbled," the average player's salary was 40
thousand dollars. Now there is a small group of athletes, ranging from average
players to super-stars, who have managed to negotiate multi-year contracts at
yearly rates of 150 to 450 thousand dollars.
The report says that many owners will fact six-million-dollar payrools in the
future, making the two-million-dollar payrolls of 1976 "seem paltry."
The economists say they are baseball fans and have proposed changes for
baseball. Here they are - raise ticket prices, equalize the split of ticket money,
televise all games on PPAY TV, reduce the number of teams, eliminate the
minor leagues, allow the fan to "manage" by installing electronic voting buttons on each seat at the stadiums, fill rosters primarily with local players, and
add more division within the two leagues.

Lady netters explore the ladder
From up, to way down, to way up, the University of Puget Sound women's
tennis team explored the entire spectrum of the success ladder last week with
two big wins, and unfortunately two lust as big losses.
The Loggers took a 5-3 record into the week, but that changed quickly with
a 8-2 loss to Highline on Tuesday and a 9-0 defeat at Central Washington on
Wednesday.
But the lady netters bounced back, quick and high, knocking off Pacific U.
on Friday 8-1, and skunking George Fox 9-0 on Saturday, to run the season
mark back up to a highly respectable 7-5.
Mari Huseth, in the No. 3 singles position, was the lone singles winner for the
Loggers against Highline, winning in straight sets 6-1, 6-4.
And the doubles team of Michelle Prince and Jane Zielske provided the
most excitement agaisnt the Thunderbirds with a 5-7, 6-4, 6-3 win over a
previously unbeaten Highline doubles pair.
Against Pacific the netters recorded a trio of 6-0, 6-0 skunks. Renee
Trucksess, Zielske, and Zelda Zabinsky each "captured the goose", and
Trucksess joined with Jane Goldberg for a 6-1, 6-2 doubles win, also.
Debi Swank followed suit with a 6-0.6-0 win against George Fox, and Carolyn
Hinckley was the Loggers lone two-match victor against tile Bruins with identical 6-0, 6-2 wins in singles and with doubles partner Zielske.
This afternoon the JV's, who coach Dawn Bowman praised for their efforts
this year, face J.C.C. here, while the Varsity, who met Western Washington on
Wednesday, travel to Pullman for a match with W.S.U. tomorrow morning.
Monday the Loggers face the top team in the northwest in the U. of W., and
Wednesday they hook up with PLU on the Lute's home surface.
The rival Tacoma schools will match 12 singles players and six doubles
teams against each other in a match Bowman feels "we have a really good
shot at them I think we have just too much depth for them," she speculated

SPORTSWORLD` Summer Olympics
with TY MORRIS

Join Ty Monis this Sunday at 6:15 when
he talks, with Jimmy Gabriel and Ham/
Rezinap of the Seattle Sounders Soccer
Club onKUPS.
•

The Soviet Union is expecting about 350 thousand
foreign tourists for the 1980 Summer Olympic Games in
Moscow.
To deal with the invasion, an all-out effort is being
made and a few costs are being spared to make the games
a success, expecially for the athletes.
New hotels already are being constructed, the local
airport is being expanded, and the ground is about to be
broken for the Olympic Village, a 16-story complex
about 30 minutes frm the main stadium.
The Russians have an advantage over both Montreal
and Munich in that most of the Stadium facilities for each
sport already exist.
The main Lenin Stadium has 100-thousand seats and
will be used for the opening and closing ceremonies plus
the track and field events and the soccer final. There also
are plans for a 45-thousand seat indoor arena to house
basketball and boxing events.
The problems the Soviet organizers face could not be .

biaaer and better?
more different from those being tackled by Lake Placid
for the Winter Olympics.
In Moscow there are no worries about financing, accommodation or personnel. Talk of environmental impact
draws bewildered look from the organizers.
But the Soviets do have some problems.
Coordinating transport at the games will be a major
worry with events spread out at more than 15 sites.
Food and service, two items taken for granted in the
West, may be along very different standards.
On Russian official says " A great deal can be done
between now and 1980 to make the games a success,"
But, he added, it will be difficult to match the food and
service that Westerners are used to.
Nevertheless, every effort will be made at the Olumpic
Village restaurant for different kinds of foods for varying
diets.
But in a town where a meal can take three hours to be
served, some problems are inevitable.
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Seales, Smith also win

Kirkman hammers Roman in comeback
By MIKE PUCKETT
It had been a pair of years since he last stepped into the
ring and many of the near-6,000 fans that crowded into
the Seattle Arena Tuesday night were betting against him
"He's flabby and he's been out too long and you know
he's a bleeder, all he has to do is get cut and it'll be all
over. I don't think it will go past five rounds," said one
man standing outside a ticket line scalping tickets as the
fight drew near.
But, after the first round, it was clear in many minds
that Boone "Boom Boom," Kirkman was indeed on the
comeback trail and he was taking his first step tonight.
His opponent and eventual victim, Joe "King" Roman
spent most of the evening in the corners, against the ropes
and curled up. After all it seemed to him like the safest
place to be at the moment or any moment as far as the
fight went. The only place that Roman spent most of the
evening in the corners, against the ropes and curled up.
After all it seemed to him like the safest place to be at the
moment or any moment as far as the fight went. The only
place that Roman had to have felt comfortable was in the
his own corner sitting on the stool, hoping that the tenth
round bell would finally ring and thinking back to what he
had told the reporters earlier in the day.
"I had asked Kirkman to spar with me when I was
training for Arrington and he said he would be glad to,"
said Roman. "He knocked me all over the ring, but I let
him. I told my manager that he would soon be asking for a
fight with me and sure enough two weeks later he did. All
I can say is that when this fight is over he is definately
going to want to retire he will not have any choice, he be
beat."
Kirkman, the bleeder and the bully, did neither. In fact
it was Roman who was cut above the right eye early in the
third round and it was Roman who tried to shove his way

around in the final few rounds as he tried to get back into
the fight.
His efforts were useless and the result was a 10 round
unanimous decision for Kirkman.
The record "fight-card" crowd had just seen what
they were hoping for, but new could never be, happen. It
was a fight full of finesse and agressiveness, but it was all
in the hands of one person, Kirkman. Roman never had a
chance.
Kirkman says he's in great shape and has made it
known that he wants Ibar ARrington. Earlier in the year
Arrington dropped a 10 round decision to Roman at the
Arena, but since then has won another fight.
If that fight happens. Seattle fight fans should see a
doosy. Kirkman can not afford to lose a fight, if he does
it'll mean retirement. Arrington on the other hand, has lost
his long time following in Seattle as well as his fighting
touch (what he had) and one more loss in Seattle may
finish him for good in the Pacific Northwest.
Earlier in the evening, a pair of boxers who call "The
City of Destiny" Tacoma their home; Sugar Ray Seales
and Larry Smith, Both grabbed victories, neitgher letting
their opponents go the distance.
Smith cut down his challenger, Willie Hearn, in the
third round as he pummeled Hearn's head with a flurry of
right jabs. Seales, the only USA boxer in the 72 Olympics
to capture gold, had his fight, a 10 rounder, stopped short.
His opposition Indian George Davis, took enough shots to
deflate a speed bag and finally hit the surfacce in the
opening minutes of the second round.
Seales looks good and Tacoma fans should see this
fighter get back into the thick of the middle-weight contention quite soon.
All in all the fight Tuesday night was great. It ran hand
in hand with the girls that carried the round cards and the
pitchers of beer that filled the aisles.

Lutes bombard Loggers 14-10
By TOM ALLEN
Frosty Westering would have been pleased.
However, it wasn't Pacific Lutheran coach's grid squad which pinned a 1410 non-league football-like defeat on the University of Puget Sound last
Tuesday at Burns Field. It was the Knights' baseball team.
The Lutes and Loggers devastated the element of pitching in the cross-'own
rivalry by hitting everything in site. All total, there were 24 runs, 30 hits, six
home runs and two very weary coaches.
"It was cannon balls all over the park," UPS coach Jack McGee assessed the
hitting barrage. "Our pitching just broke down. When you go out and get ten
runs on 15 hits, you are going to win a ball game.
"But when you go out and allow 14 runs you lose."
Shortstop Grady Fuson. powered a first-inning solo homer to give the
Loggers a short-lived 1-0 advantage. But the Lutes scored two runs in the
second inning, added five more in the third, three in the fourth, and four in the
fifth inning for a 14-4 lead
Dan Naranho slugged a two-run four-bagger in the third, and Steve Blackman's three-run homer in the seventh kept the Loggers close
Starting pitcher Tim Parker, junior lefthander, hurled only 2 1/3 innings
allowing seven earned runs on seven hits and two home runs. Relief pitcher
Kyle Nelson didn't fare much better. The junior righthander from Centralia
gave up seven earned runs on eight hits in his 6 2/3 innings of work. Nelson
gave up seven of his eight hits in the fourth and fifth innings when the Lutes
tallied eight runs.
SEATTLE 3, PUGET SOUND 1
Puget Sound continued its skid in Nor-Pac play by dropping its fifth straight,
3-1 April 20 to Seattle University at Sicks' Stadium
The defeat dropped the Loggers' league mark to 7-8 and their season record
to 13-12-2
THe Chieftains bunched three hits for two runs in the fifth inning to pull
away from UPS. Bud Grandemange's double produced one run, and Brian Patton's single scored Crandemanve for Seattle.
Sophomore Steve Blackman doubled home Ralph Oliver in the seventh inning for the Loggers lone tally UPS threatened in the eighth with the bases
loaded and one out, but failed to score.
Tim Parker who pitched five innings, absorbved his second defeat in four
decisions. Rick BArnhart pitched the final four innings for the Loggers
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Men's tennis team keeps surging
The University of Puget Sound men's tennis team continued their late
season surge with two revenge wins last week.
The Loggers knocked off previous nemesis UW 6-3 on Tuesday, and then
planted a 5-4 decision on Western Washington on the Vikings home court in
Bellingham
The wins evened the season count at six wins and six losses for UPS.
stern, who ea rlieriyon a thriller from the Loggers 5-4 in Tacoma, grabbed
ad in the singles matches to almost assure a repeat triumph.
h.

im410110*
IT'S SOFTBALL SEASON AGAIN-once more the call of balls and strikes is being heard round
campus as intramural softball kicks off.

Cindermen score lopsided win over SPU
Grabbing 12 of 17 first places, the
University of Puget Sound track team
ran of with a lop-sided 102-41 victory
over Seattle Pacific University during
a dual track meet this past Saturday
at Baker Stadium.
Not only did Logger runners
dominate the number one positions
throughout the afternoon, but they
only allowed SPU cindermen-in-the,
top three places a mere 17 times.

It didn't take long for UPS to get
on top as Mark Wells, Ken Meyer and
Tom Sebring swept the javelin event;
Wells winning it with a 178'8" toss.
The Loggers only managed to control one other event, the pole vault,
as Matt Schweitzer vaulted 12' for
the victory and Randy Moon finished
runner-up with a 11' leap.
•Othet• Logger winners in the ,SPU
meet follows

ut all three Logger doubles teams refused to yield, and provided' the hat
trick sweep for the single-point nod.
First John Shelton and Jon Jacobson won the No 2 match, then Tony Theis
and John Nadeau evened the score with a victory in the No 3 slot.
The No 1 doubles team of Ben Jones and Randy Smith had dropped the first
set 4-6 and were trailing 0-2 in the second when the score became tied and
their match became the decider.
The duo promptly turned things around, dominating the final two sets and
winning 4-6, 6-3, 6-2 to provide the Loggers with the victory.

Alex Krummins,
Long jump:
Jones and Theiss were the Loggers' winers in the singles competition in what
21'11/2; 1500 meters: Steve Miner,
was a first ever UPS win over the Viks.
4:00 5; High jump: Randy Moon, 6-4;
Coach Jim Hovee credited the squad for their "improved consistency",
110 High hurdles: Moon, 15.0; 400
and mentioned Ion Jacobsen and Tony Theiss for some outstanding play of
meters: Allen Frische, 51.8; 800'
late.
meters: Dave Thompson, 1:59.7; 400'
IMH:
Lloyd Zimmerman, 56.7::
Discus: Moon, 120-81/4; 5000 meters:
I Irn Smith, 15:02.9; and Mile relay
(Frische, Reggie Brown, Miner ancL
Thompson), 3:33 4
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LIFE photo issue soliciting
LIFE Magazine is asking all campus photographers to
contribute to a special issue that will explore some of the
ways young people live in the 1970's. The emphasis will be
on the college generation.
Photographers are asked to concentrate on The
gathering places? Highs and lows? What forms does love
take? Events that matter? What is distinctive about your
school, relationships, friends, and the things you care

WWII resistence film coming
At 2 p.m. on Thursday, May 5 and Friday, May 6, the
film The Sorrow and the Pity will be shown in McI006. This
film is about resistence and collaboration in Nazi occupied France and is sponsored by the history, political
science, honors, and foreign languages departments and
Living/Learning

about?
The deadline is May 10. All 8 x 10 to 11 x 14 prints
and 35mm or larger color transparencies may be sent,
along with a stamped, self-addressed envelope of proper
size, to LIFE Special Report, P.O Box 624, Radio City
Station, New York, N.Y. 10019. The limit is 20 pictures.
Contributors will be paid at regular rates upon
publication.

Classic western scheduled
The honors department will present My Darling
Clementine Tuesday at 8:30 p.m. in Mcl 006. The movie is
director John Ford's classic portrayal of the life and times
of Wyatt Earp, with a young Henry Fonda starring as the
redoubtable lawman. Everyone is invited to attend this
free showing.

llieFriday, April 29

Chemistry seminars set

UPS Women's Tennis vs Tacoma Community College, home, 3 p.m.
Noon Recital: I acobsen Recital Hall
Graduate Recital: Katherine Tung, Pianist, Jacobsen Recital Hall, 8:15 p m.,
Campus Flick: Lucky Lady, 6:30 & 9 p.m., Mcl 006, 25c w/ASB
The Sir Duke Memorial Birthday party blowout at Malcolm Turner's & Jim Denno's house
Other Side of the Tracks: Baby Cramps & Damp Saddle
Jeremy's Old City Hall: Airbrush
Bombay Bicycle Shop: Uppepo
Duke Ellington b. 1899

Undergraduate Research Seminars, sponsored by the
American Chemistry Society and Phi Sigma will be
presented Tuesday, May 10 at 6 p.m. in Thompson 146.

Grimm wil! appear on Digest
Newly inaguarated ASUPS President Fred Grimm will
appear on "Digest," a live interview program on KUPS•

Saturday, April 30 FM
"Digest." hosted by K UPS news reporter Malcom Tor.
will
7
UPS Women's Tennis vs Washington State, Pullman, 9:00 ner
at
pm
Friday.
April
29
air
Baseball: UPS vs Idaho, 1 p.m
Campus Flick: Lucky Lady,6:30 & 9 p.m., Mcl 006, 25c w/ASB
Other Side of the Tracks: Hokum Blues Band
Jeremy's Old City Hall: Airbrush
Engine House: Blueport News Jug Band
Bobby Vee b. 1943
Sunday, May 1
Brass Extravaganze, Kilworth Chapel, 4 p.m.
Honors Colloquium "Gravity Survey of the Puyallup Valley", Louis Lepp, 7 p.m
Baseball - UPS vs Gonzaga, 12 noon
Other Side of the Tracks: Jazzin' Together
Judy Collins, b. 1939
Rita Collidge b. 1945
Monday, May 2
UPSWomen's Tennis vs University of Washington, Seattle, 3 p.m
Housing Registration, SUB, 9a.m. - 4p.m.
Burmeister Oratory Contest
Bing Crosby b. 1903
Lesley Gore b. 1946

McCormick Room, Library

Social Security I.D. needed for summer job
Students and other people who plan to get a summer
job should apply immediately for a Social Security number if they don't have one, according to William Ross,
Social Security district manager in Tacoma.
"You should apply for your number several weeks
before you need it for a job covered by Social Security,"
Ross said. "Applications must be screened against central
files in Baltimore to make sure that a second number isn't
issued to that same person. Screening generally takes
several weeks."
People applying for a Social Security number for the
first time may be asked to prove their age, identity, and
citizenship.
The Tacoma Social Security Office is at 1208 South
10th Street, the phone number is 593-6360

Thomas wins at Backgammon

Tuesday, May 3
Steve Thomas, often losing to second-place Hanrey
Student Senate: 5:30 p.m., Library
Simmonians 3-4, came back to beat him in the championHousing Registration, SUB, 9a.m. - 4p.m . ship Todd Hall Backgammon match 4-0.
Agape
Jim Bailey came in third place after losing his second
Intersection
match to Hanrey, and Tom Sebring ended up in fourth
Burmeister Oratory Contest:
place.
James Brown b. 1933
The tournament was co-sponsored by Todd Hall and
Niccolo Machiavelli b. 1469
the Intra-Living-Group Activity Council. Another tourFrankie Valli b. 1937
nament is being planned at the Woodard House, with nc
Pete Seeger b. 1919
date set as of yet.
Golda Meir h
Movie: My Darling Clementine, 8:30 - p.m Mcl 006

Housing Registration. SUB 9 a.m. - 4 p m
Thursday, May 5
Housing Registration for Off-Campus students, 1-4p m in Housing Office
Soren Kierkegaard b. 1813
Friday, May 6
Late Housing Registration, Housing Office, 1-4 p.m.
UPS Women's Tennis vs Seattle University, home, 2:30 p.m.
Inside Theatre Presents: The Lark, 8p m.
Rich Little & Kalapana, Fieldhouse, 8 p.m.
Karl Marx b 1818
Orson Wells b 1915

leachers wanted: West and other stales .

Fantastic new concept in signs. Easy to sell. Very
high earnings potential. Work your area, your

Placements since 1946. Bonded, Southwest
reachers Agency Box 4337, Albuquerque, NM
37012.,

items on the market,

MAPAKAM MARQUEES.

Human rights seminar Monday
A program entitled "Human Rights: Israel, Palestine,
and Zionism," will be held Monday at 8p.m. at Pacific
Lutheran University Olson Auditorium.
The featured speaker will be Abdeen Jabara, internationally known Arab-American lawyer and co-author of
"The Arab World: From Nationalism To Revolution."
Jabara received national attention for his role as Sirhan
Sirhan's attorney.
The program is sponsored by the Associated Students
of Pacific Lutheran University, Student Coalition Against
Racism, and University Convocations. There will be a one
dollar admission charge [50c for unemployed]. For more
information call 531-6900 ext 470.

Wednesday, May 4
UPS Women's Tennis'. . vs Pacific Lutheran, Parkland, 3 p.m.

SALESMAN'S DREAM-One of the newest, hottest

The University of Puget Sound invites applications for the position of Admissions Counselor. Applicants must hold a Bachelors degree,

hours. MAPAKAM, Inc., 2001 F. Dale, Springfield,

posess strong communica bon skills, be student-

MO 65803

oriented, and be familiar with and support the
concept of a liberal education to which UPS is

COMMUNITY SERVICES DEPARTMEN T
Recreation Division - Swimming Pool
Typing - call Nancy

•

572-2097 .

Contact lens wearers, save on your supplies, send
3c stamp for price list. Contact tens Supply Cener, 341 F. Camelback. Phoenix, Arizona 85012.

Lileguard1Swim Instructor (10 positions

committed. Responsibilities will include all
aspects of admissions work with emphasis on

Ausiliary Lifeguard

travel and recruitment, prospective student and

Cashier

parent interviews, evaluation of applications and

General duty work at Richland municipal swin

the creation of personal methods of disseminating

pool during summer months. Employees work un
der supervision of pool supervisor.

information. Responsibilities may also include

Lifeguard/Swim Instructor positions require

stewardship of several scholarships. Previous ad-

Water Safety Instructor certificate; all positions
require excellent physical condition and

missions experience is desirable but not required.

:ondition. $400 or best offer. Call Mark at 6271041

graduation from a standard high school. Must

or Sale

-

Pool table, complete accessories, one-

liece slate, built-in point-counters. Excellent

pass medical exam. Must be 18 years of age
Typing by Shirlee. Reasonable, accurate, fast ser-

Selection based on review of qualifications, ex-

vice. Call 472-9713

perience, and oral interview.

louse for Rent, 3 Bedrooms. Newly Remodeled.

CLOSING DATE: lune 1, 1977

SALARY:42.66 to 52.98 hourly

Green House Window, Garden, Fenced Yard .
Hasher and Dryer included, partially furnished
:lose to UPS, $300 a month. Available in lune.
Call 383.3400 [evenings)

APPLY: Personnel Office
City of Richland
P.O. Box 190'
Richland, WA 99352

5100 can be yours for just 50c!!! The Kappa Alpha
Theta sorority is raising money for their national philanthrapy, the Institute of Logopedics With each donation
of 50c, any UPS student or faculty member will receive a
ticket which will give him/her a chance to win a 100-dollar
bill. Drawing will be held during Spring Weekend, on
Saturday, May 7 ,
All proceeds go to the Institute of Logopedics, a speech
and hearing research center.

.

Jnclassified

KAT benefit tickets available

Those applicants hwo are recent UPS alums or
have a detailed current knowledge of the univer.
sity will be given preference. Starting date no
later than July 1, 1977. Submit letter of application, resume, and three letters of recommendation by May 9 to: UPS Admissions Counselor

Search, P.O.
98407.

Box 7297,

Tacoma, Washington

